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Agenda for Today’s Session

● Deep dive into a content literacy unit of study

● Demonstrate how to save resources to a Fundamentals 
Unlimited folder to create mini units for online teaching 
and learning. 

● Navigate Fundamentals 
Unlimited to access content 
literacy units, texts, and 
assessments



What is Content Literacy?

“Content literacy can be defined as the ability to use 
reading and writing for the acquisition of new 
content in a given discipline. Such ability includes 
three principal cognitive components: general 
literacy skills, content-specific literacy skills...and 
prior knowledge”. (McKenna and Robinson)



Content Literacy and Content Knowledge

What’s the difference?
Content Knowledge addresses the unique content needs of each discipline. Students are 
engaged in knowledge acquisition through texts. (what)

Content literacy focuses on the thinking processes that are required to access and 
comprehend various texts. It helps students understand how a scientist thinks compared 
to a historian compared to a mathematician? Different forms of reading and writing are 
conduits to different thinking processes. (how)

What is similar?
Both Content Knowledge and Content Literacy utilize texts to produce subject matter 
expertise in students. Both are needed to teach across subject areas. 



Science Content Literacy Resource

Content literacy instruction is multi-
purpose teaching that provides 
opportunities for students to engage in 
real-world reading and writing
experiences. These units of study support 
students’ building enduring 
understandings about science and social 
studies topics through close reading and 
responding to authentic texts in 
meaningful ways.Fundamentals Unlimited

https://fundamentals.schoolwide.com/browse


Deep Dive into Fundamentals Unlimited
Content Literacy Unit of Study

https://fundamentals.schoolwide.com/browse


Learning About Planet Earth



Shape

Surface

Force

Before the Read



Mentor Texts

What do you know about Earth’s surface 
and the forces that shape, or change, the 

land?

Before the Read



Essential Question: How does Earth’s 
surface change, and what forces cause it to 
change?

Sub-questions: 
● Which events happen quickly and which events occur slowly over a long 

period of time to change the shape of the land?
● WHich forces acting on Earth are constructive, and which are 

destructive?
● How can people control the effects of the forces that shape Earth’s 

surface?

Before the Read



During the Read

https://archive.org/stream/whatshapesland0000kalm#mode/2up


Based on pages 8 and 9, can we begin to 
answer our essential question?

How does Earth’s surface change, and what 
cause it to change?

After the Read



https://archive.org/stream/whatshapesland0000kalm#page/20/mode/2up




Thinking About Online Teaching and Learning

● Read through lesson consider how I will present information (live or 
recorded)
○ Share my screen and record audio
○ Record myself reading print text
○ What platform is best supports the structure and needs of students -

Zoom, Powerpoint with recording, Google Slides using Screencastify, 
Edpuzzle, etc. 

● What resources will be used (texts, articles, videos, online platforms,etc.)
● How will students interact with texts, peers, teacher, etc. 

○ Openlibrary.org
○ Google 

■ Classroom (assignments/turn in)
■ Forms 
■ Slides (interactive)

○ Newsletters with hyperlinks
○ Padlet
○ Flipgrid
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